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Need to protect your pump 
from outer conditions?

Keep the heat inside the
pump and insulate it from
ambient temperature. 

Thermal Insulation 

The stainless steel hygienic covers are dedicated  
to use with Tapflo AODD Pumps.

The cover boxes are robust, rigid and can be closed 
tightly and firmly.

Lined up with a dedicated insulation mat, hygienic 
covers are a perfect solution reducing operation 
noise level and insulating pumps from ambient 
thermal conditions.
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Industrial covers from Tapflo combine user-friendly 
design with high quality materials creating a durable 
solution that will operate for years in almost every 
application.

The covers are tailor-made to fit a wide range of Tapflo 
pumps and can be easily mounted without any tool.

Industrial Covers 

Need to keep your process 
quiet?

Choose covers from Tapflo 
equipped with sound 
insulation mat.  

Sound Insulation 

Sound insulation, thermal insulation or even pump heating 
within a cover. Now all this is available from Tapflo!

Solutions for demanding applications!
   Operation in strict noise conditions.
   Pumping hot or cold liquids at stable temperature.
   Applications where a plain and easy to clean equipment surface is required.

COMPLIANT
ATEX

Pump Heating 
Need to maintain stable liquid 
temperature?

Electrical heating will warm-up 
your pump.
 



Industrial Covers | execution suitable for ATEX zones

Components Material

Outer shell durable technical textile, PTFE covered

Internal insulation fiber glass needle mat

Design and materials

Hygienic Covers | execution suitable for ATEX zones

Components Material

Outer shell AISI 304 stainless steel, sandblasted surface

Internal insulation antistatic polyurethane foam
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Industrial Covers | standard execution (non-Ex)

Components Material

Outer shell durable technical textile, silicone covered

Internal insulation fiber glass needle mat


